Compact snapshot imaging polarimeters have been demonstrated in literature to provide Stokes parameter estimations for spatially varying scenes using polarization gratings. However, the demonstrated system does not employ aggressive modulation frequencies to take full advantage of the bandwidth available to the focal plane array. A snapshot imaging Stokes polarimeter is described and demonstrated through results. The simulation studies the challenges of using a maximum bandwidth configuration for a snapshot polarization grating based polarimeter, such as the fringe contrast attenuation that results from higher modulation frequencies. Similar simulation results are generated and compared for a microgrid polarimeter. Microgrid polarimeters are instruments where pixelated polarizers are superimposed onto a focal plan array, and this is another type of spatially modulated polarimeter, and the most common design uses a 2x2 super pixel of polarizers which maximally uses the available bandwidth of the focal plane array.
INTRODUCTION
Polarization grating based channeled polarimeters have been developed elsewhere as a convenient method of employing spatially channeled polarimeters without the permanent modification of a focal plane array.
1 These systems employ optical elements that generated a spatially varying polarization analyzer, creating channels in the frequency domain for measurement of multiple signals with one detector, meaning that a more optimal configuration in a bandwidth sense is possible. These instruments are often operated at low frequencies compared to the sampling frequency of the detector. Microgrid polarimeters are another type of polarimeter that use a periodically varying analyzer.
2 Microgrid polarimeters also have a channeled Fourier domain, and are the same class of instrument algorithmically as channeled polarimeters, although they are typically separated in literature reviews. Microgrid polarimeters are often designed to operate at a more optimal frequency from a bandwidth perspective (higher frequency than) than channeled polarimeters. This work considers a polarization grating channeled polarimeter that is tuned such that it operates in a similar configuration to the high frequency channels of a microgrid. This paper will discuss and compare these two modalities. It is hypothesized that a maximum bandwidth channeled polarimeter may have some calibration advantages over the traditional microgrid polarimeter.
MICROGRID REVIEW
A microgrid polarimeter employs a periodic array of pixelated polarizers, 2 where an example of the unit cell of the periodic function is described by Fig. 1 . Generally in literature they are described as using linear polarizer arrays, but there is some work to enable using elliptical polarizers. 3, 4 For an incoherent white light band integrating imaging polarimeter, we will discuss the polarization using the Stokes-Mueller formalism. 5 In particular, we will sample the Stokes parameters (each allowed to vary as a function of spatial position) with an analyzer vector (the top row of the Mueller matrix) to find the flux incident onto a pixel of the detector given by where n, and m are integers representing pixel index locations. This collapses the four dimensional Stokes vector in to a one dimensional flux measurement. The estimation of the Stokes parameters from the one dimensional value is the focus of a great deal of research in literature and this won't be expanded on here. [6] [7] [8] In this paper, we will employ linear Fourier domain methods for data processing such as those described by Tyo et al., 9 and this method will be reviewed here in brief. The analyzer vector for a linear polarizer can be described as a function of rotation angle as
For the microgrid polarizer shown in Fig. 1 the sinusoidal functions here always evaluate to 1, 0, or −1. The analyzer vector as a function of pixel location can be written as a series of cosine function due to its periodic nature, and the resulting flux measurement can be described as
The Fourier transform of the flux measurements described in equation 3 creates channels at high frequencies in the Fourier domain where the polarization information resides which can be visualized in Fig. 2 . The Fourier domain representation of the signal leads to the realization that the signals can be isolated by band pass filtering the channels with appropriate filters and then unmixing the channels as needed. The unmixing algorithm is straightforward with this polarimeter; adding the sidebands will result in the estimation of S 1 and subtracting the channels will result in the estimation of S 2 . More in depth discussions of the Fourier data processing algorithm exist elsewhere, including optimal filter design and how to perform the unmixing step for an arbitrary microgrid unit cell. 10, 11 Although this work considers only simulated instruments, Fig. 3 shows raw data from a physical LWIR microgrid polarimeter described by Bowers et al. 2 The microgrid unit cell is similar to the one considered by this work, and the Fourier transform of the raw data clearly shows the channeled nature of the microgrid data.
One practical constraint of microgrid polarimeters is that their extinciton ratios can be low and the orientation of the transmission can substantially deviate from the ideal values. For example, a LWIR microgrid similar to shows that the polarization extinction ratio for each pixel on the microgrid ranges from 3-10 and the angles vary by plus or minus 5 degrees. Measurements with low extinction ratio polarizers treated as ideal polarizers will result in errors in the estimation of the Stokes parameters. Additionally, noise will more severely corrupt the polarization channels relative to the unpolarized Stokes signal due to their diminished amplitude, resulting in more uncertainty in the estimation of the polarized Stokes channels.
(a) (b) Figure 4 : Histogram of (a) angle of polarization and (b) extinction ratio measured for a LWIR microgrid polarimeter by LaCasse et al. 12 Each line type is for a different position in the unit cell described in Fig. 1 Lemaster et al. have proposed a 2x4 periodic pattern. 13 This pattern is shown in Fig. 5 . This focal plane the most optimal use of the Fourier domain of any designs in literature. It is this configuration that will be the target for any spatially modulated linear polarimeter that attempts to operated in the maximum bandwidth configuration. 
POLARIZATION GRATING CHANNELED POLARIMETER
The term channeled polarimeters is typically used to describe polarimeters consisting of optical elements that generate polarization fringes in some domain (spatially, spectrally) and the resulting measurement is comprised of an unmodulated unpolarized channel, and channels at high frequencies that contain the polarization information.
There are several examples of such systems described in literature. 1, 14 The goal of this work is to demonstrate a polarization grating based polarimeter that is able to operate at the same bandwidth as the optimal bandwidth microgrid (for a linear polarimeter, the optimal bandwidth microgrid was described by Lemaster et al. 13 ). There are many hypothesized advantages to using a polarization grating based polarimeter, and they are as follows:
• Can used very high extinction ratio components, ideally avoiding scenarios such as described in Fig. 4 .
• Variation in the extinction ratio from pixel to pixel should be reduced.
• Variation in analyzer pixel pointing direction should be removed if all light passes through the same elements.
• No need to permanently modify focal plane of detector.
There are some drawbacks to a channeled polarimeter based design, such as increased engineering complexity due to thermal drift of fringes and the alignment of many optical surfaces, as well as difficulties introduced by the fringe contrast decreasing with increasing spatial frequency of the interference fringes. Here, we focus on a polarimeter design described by Kudenov et al. that employs polarization gratings to generate the polarization fringes in such a way that a white light imaging polarizer is constructed. 1 The analytical description of the formation of the system will not be described here. Figure 6 shows a schematic of a linear polarimeter constructed from the polarization gratings.
1 One polarization grating is used to split the light into two beams of orthogonal circular polarization, and a second polarization grating is used to recombine the beams with some shear, with the shear dependent on the separation of the two gratings. When the light is passed through a polarizer and a lens, the image is an interferogram with the flux distribution given by
Research into the optimal focal plane pattern for microgrid polarimeters is a subject of research. Recently, where f x and f y are spatial frequencies determined by the rotation and separation of the gratings. If the gratings are rotated such that they are oriented along one of the cardinal dimensions of the detector, the channel diagram in the Fourier domain representing this measurement is described by Fig. 6(a) . However, this configuration limits the spatial bandwidth available to the polarimeter; instead if the polarization optics are all rotated with respect to the detector by 26.5 degrees, and the thickness of the separation of the polarization gratings is tuned appropriately, the polarimeter can operate at the maximum bandwidth configuration described by Lemaster et al. The optimal bandwidth configuration for the polarization grating polarimeter is shown in the Fourier domain in Fig. 7(b) . One of the drawbacks of the channeled polarimeter based system listed above is that the fringe contrast falls off with increasing frequency. If the system operates at the suggested maximum bandwidth configuration, the spatial frequencies will be given by f x = 1 4 f s , and f y = 1 2 f s . For a detector with a duty cycle of d = 1 2 , the fringe contrast reduction will be given by the frequency response of the pixel which is sinc d and an extinction ratio of 3 for duty cycle of 1. Depending on the duty cycle of the detector, this process may eliminate the hypothesized high extinction ratio components advantage of the polarization grating based system.
MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH FULL PGCP
The schematic for a full polarimeter based on the Kudenov et al. is shown in Fig. 8 . This figure uses a second pair of polarization gratings to generate fringes in such a way as to be able to measure the complete polarization ) (LC) Objective Collimator properties of an incident incoherent beam. The details of describing the analyzer vector for this system are not reproduced here, but the analyzer vector itself can be described as a(x, y) = 1 2 1 sin 2πf x + sin2πf y − cos 2πf x + cos 2πf y cos
and this function can be rotated in the Cartesian plane arbitrarily to return to the formation of the problem originally described in Kudenov et al. 1 The full polarimeter is difficult to configure to operate in a maximum bandwidth configuration. If the modulation functions are tuned to operate at 1 2 the sampling frequency of the detector, the sine functions go to zero so we must operate slightly away from 1 2 f s . Additionally, if the configuration in Fig 8(a) is used and the frequency is tuned such that the side bands are in the corner of the Fourier domain, the side bands perfectly cancel. Thus, the ideal scenario for maximal bandwidth usage for a four channel polarimeter depicted in Fig 8(b) is not possible for a polarization grating polarimeter with the current formulation. The rest of this manuscript will consider the full polarimeter that is operating according to Eqn 5 and tuned such that the cosine functions of the analyzer vector are near 
Algorithm
To achieve maximum bandwidth, without the sinusoidal functions exactly canceling at 1 2 f s , the polarimeter will have to operate slightly detuned from the optimal frequency. Additionally, since the polarimeter is not made with a pixelated process, but with optical elements that tune the spatial frequency as a function of their rotation and separation, they will not necessarily be able to operated at exactly the optimal frequency even if this were desired. However, if we operate detuned from the optimal frequency, the two sidebands that were exactly overlapping (such as what happens in Fig. 7(b) ) now become two sidebands again. Intuition from information theory, as well as some experimentation on the author's part, lead to the conclusion that once the sidebands are detuned we can't in general recover the information from the Stokes parameters using only one sideband alone. The two signals are in general complex, and since there are two signals in the bandwidth allocated for one signal we can't undo this operation. However, we have two channels in the Fourier domain and the combination of these channels may still allow for the recovery of the desired Stokes information. An algorithm that is capable of separating the detuned channels by combining both channels iteratively is described as
where I ua is used to denote that the channel is unaliased with itself, and a and b are labels for the horizontal channels as described in Fig. 10 . Both of the high frequency channels containing the linear stokes parameters are low pass filtered, and then they are centered in the Fourier domain. Then, starting with one of the channels, the second channel multiplied by a cosine function is added to the first. This multiplication and addition allows for the channels to cancel near the zero frequency, and the result is that the original channel is canceled and the high frequency modulated channel is now slightly more spaced out in the Fourier domain. Next, the original function is added with a slightly higher frequency and the canceling occurs again, and this process is repeated iteratively until the channels become separable. One the channels become separable, the Stokes parameters are separated as
and
where w is a low pass spatial filter such as a hamming window. The algorithm results can be visualized according to Fig. 11 .
Simulation
A simulation was performed to test the validity of the reconstruction algorithm. The test was performed using standard test images, and is not in general guaranteed to create physical signals (signals with degree of polarization less than or equal to one for all pixels). The incident signal is described in Fig. 12 . The simulation results ) represents the summation and shows the remaining components of the addition only contains the elements from the detuned vertical channel and they are more spaced out than they were originally. The algorithm is repeated by adding a copy of (a) to (c), and the next step would result in the elements from (a) being more separated that originally. The figures have been shown here to already not be overlapping for ease of viewing.
are shown in Fig. 13 , for the no noise simulation, as well as the results for a simulation with Gaussian white noise with a standard deviation equal to 1 10 the mean of the measured flux I. In both situations, it is clear that the signal is being recovered to some degree. However, there are faint diagonal artifacts across the image for the zero noise simulation and the noise appears to increase the magnitude of the artifacts for the noisy simulation. These artifacts are likely explained by the fact that the signals are not band limited. Perfectly band limited signal with no noise are ideally reconstructed with this algorithm, but the noise effects and the non band limited nature of the simulated can't cancel perfectly in the iteration so these artifacts are the residual errors.
CONCLUSIONS
A literature review presented the most optimal bandwidth configuration for a microgrid polarimeter. This work demonstrated that a linear polarization grating channeled polarimeter can operate with the same optimal channels that the microgrid polarimeter can. Additionally, this work considered a full polarimeter comprised of polarization gratings, and was not able to reproduce the same bandwidth available to a 4 channel stokes microgrid. However, this work does present an optimal bandwidth configuration for the polarization grating system given that it was comprised of polarization gratings, and this type of polarimeter may be chosen over a microgrid polarimeter for other reasons in spite of the reduced channel bandwidth, such as the ability to add polarization capability without modifying the detector permanently. Finally, an iterative reconstruction method was demonstrated for the full polarimeter, since the full polarimeter necessarily can't be aligned ideally and therefore can't take advantage of traditional linear filtering techniques for the data reduction. This algorithm provides a proof that the data is recoverable for the full polarimeter configuration, but leaves room for further improvement and optimization since it wasn't able to completely remove aliasing artifacts that the system theoretically has the bandwidth to measure without artifact ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energys National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. SAND2016-4245 C. These artifacts are likely due to the non band limited nature of the input scene, no pre filtering to guarantee band limited signals was performed.
